
AspiComfort
POULTRY SEMEN COLLECTOR

Ref : 028863

It’s all a matter of 
comfort!

IMV TECHNOLOGIES. FOR LIFE.



Advantages
  No more risk of semen in the 
mouth

  No more unpleasant odors

  A mask can now be worn during 
collection

Features
  Small - light - compact

  Automatic start of the 
suction cycle 
  regularity of collection 

  Harness adjustable to 
any type of body shape 
or usable off the body

Health safety: a priority! 

Hiring made easier!

AspiComfort: 
they were waiting for it and immediately adopted it!

“ The AspiComfort 
is an excellent 
step forward, 
since the risk of 
swallowing semen 
and the revulsion 
of collecting from the 
roosters is a thing of the past. 
When hiring, I'm often scared 
of people’s reactions when 
demonstrating collection from 
the roosters with the traditional 
method (sucking with the 
mouth), but now with the 
AspiComfort, I have no more 
worries! For me, the suction 
method by mouth is a thing of 
the past.”

“With the IMV device, no risk of 
sucking semen into the mouth. With 
the suction tube, odors such as 
droppings can often be detected 

and thanks to the device you can 
keep your mask on and so reduce any 

unpleasant odors considerably!”

“ The AspiComfort is easy to use. 
During collection, I hook it to the 
railing using the fastenings on the 
product. Collection itself is simple. The 
AspiComfort collection tube and vial 
are easy to hold in the hand. The timer 
setting of one minute is right for me. The 
AspiComfort is a great help every day.”

Emilie Peltier 
(laying hens farms in dep. 72)

Loïc Viaud (turkey farm in dep. 49)

Héloïse Couasnard 
(laying hens farms in dep. 72)

Committed to a CSR policy, IMV Technologies simplifies and improves its 
customers’ working conditions. 

RSE

www.imv-technologies.com 
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